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Would You Survive the Hunger Games?
Take this test, to see if YOU, could survive the brutal,
deadly Hunger Games!.
The Hunger Games: Theme of Survival
Your name has just been drawn, but will you survive the Hunger
Games? Good luck and may the odds be ever in your favour!!!.
How Long Would You Survive The Hunger Games Quiz? - ProProfs
Quiz
And if I developed a crush on one of the other Tributes, I
wouldn't let it get in the way of turning on them. I'm
physically strong. I'm physically.
How Long Would You Survive The Hunger Games?
You have volunteered yourself as tribute to the Hunger Games!
There's no easy way to win – that's part of what makes the
games so intense! Will you survive.
How Long Would You Survive The Hunger Games?
You have volunteered yourself as tribute to the Hunger Games!
There's no easy way to win – that's part of what makes the
games so intense! Will you survive.
Would you survive the Hunger Games?
If your name was pulled from the lottery, what would you do to
survive?.

Would you survive the hunger games?
Mar 26, - Let the Hunger Games begin! Yup, I'm a Hunger Games
fan. Two and a half years ago, I stumbled across a book with a
concept that.
Would You Survive The Hunger Games? - ProProfs Quiz
Good luck, and may the odds be ever in your 'flavor.' You are
from district 2, medicine. You can heal very well, and fight
with a bow/ arrow and spear/axe.
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Kill them before they can kill you. Duck down into the bushes
as soon as you shoot one. Unfortunately, the odds were not in
your favor, you will have to compete in the hunger games.
Kill.Youwouldnotevenmakeitthroughthefirstday,ypuarerashandmakebad
Good luck and may the odds be ever in your favour!!! Fall on
him, it's a long fall, but it'll knock him out, and I'll kill
. SurlyIamdead.Onlyifit'stosavesomeoneIlove.The forest.
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